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We all are seekers. We aim to remain in equanimity in any fruition of karma with the help of 
Sadguru’s ajna and His preaching, climb the ladder of Gunasthanak (14 stages of spiritual 
development) and attain liberation. At some point in time, we all experience clashes and restlessness. 
You need to change your equations, leave your false belief, and have the right belief. Still, you 
experience changes in your life. Sometimes the strength of the soul is more and sometimes the 
strength of karma is more. You have to be aware of it. Even if your belief is right, you need to have 
awareness.  
 
You need to change the belief that non-living things are not the reasons for your troubles. Non-
living includes other people, things, karma, and circumstances. The reason for your misery is not 
others; it is your association and attachment to those things.  
 
A teacher asked her students, “What is common in all of you?” A student answered, “We all are 
suffering because of you.” One child was sleeping in the class. The teacher asked the child next to 
him to wake him up. The child said, “You made him go to sleep; now you only wake him up.” Now 
when you ask or complain to God, He will also give you the same answer, “You are the creator of 
your miseries, why should I do it? You should get rid of your miseries.” If you want to make milk 
sweet, you need to add sugar. You cannot chant ‘Uvasaggaharam Stotra’ to make it sweet. You are 
trapped because of delusion and understanding given by the charlatan. The charlatan gives a mantra 
for each of your problems. Sadguru gives only one mantra, “Sahajatmaswaroop Paramguru”. With 
this mantra, you become straight and the whole world seems nice to you. You have attachments to 
non-living things because of your ignorance.  
 
 Pujya Gurudevshri wrote in an autograph, “Life is like a cup of tea, how is it depends on you.” It 
depends on how much milk, sugar, etc. you put in it. Life is harbored on your thoughts, how you 
think and react when situations arise. Do you have friendliness, appreciation, compassion, and 
impartiality? Do you have introspection and contemplation? 
 
 There are two types of children and adults. Both play games for a different purpose. Children play 
to win and lose. The adults play for their happiness. Some foolish people get angry while playing 
cards. Whatever karma you are doing, do not expect any fruits, whether you lose or win is the most 
unimportant thing. You had fun in that work is more important. All your seva should be not to seek 
happiness, it is for expressing happiness. Otherwise, you will get tensed or stressed. You might have 
given your best, but you did not get the expected results, if you had done it to express your 
happiness, you would not mind in failing.  
 
“Karmanyev Adhikaraste, Ma faleshu Kadachana. Ma karmafal hetu bhuh, ma te sangah astu 
akarmani.”- A man should perform his duty without considering the result of his righteous action. 



Even if it hurts him, destroys him, he has to do his duty, because that is his right. He has no right or 
control over the result he will get from his action. 
  
You should take happiness from the memory and bhakti of the Enlightened One. It should be so 
powerful that you feel blissful all the time. Your connection with the Enlightened One should show 
that in whatever you do in the world. This way your impurities will become quiet.  
  
In the last stanza, we saw three types of devotees and three types of violators of dharma. It clearly 
said that the ascetic with physical signs and dress (dravyalingi) only is lower than the non-deluded 
householders. Karananuyog will support it. The ascetic with only physical signs and dress has not 
attained samyag darshan (right faith). Karananuyog says that if the householder with non-delusion is 
there, he will be at the fifth gunasthanak. But dravyalingi is at the first gunasthanak.  
  
Let’s visualize the best householder like Param Krupalu Dev (Prabhu) and the ascetic like 
Devkaranji Muni. Devkaranji Muni had rajoharan in his hand, muhapatti on the mouth. He used to 
do regular pratikraman and swadhyay. He gave discourses to 2,000 people, he was not earning 
money. Prabhu used to be in the business, had a family life before and after satsang. When you 
visualize both of them with their outward appearances, you realize that you would like to bow down 
to Devkaranji Muni. Prabhu had self-realization, though He was not the ascetic. Devkaranji Muni 
did not have self-realization and was at the first gunasthanak. Do not get stuck looking at the dress. 
Devkaranji Muni had taken the big vow of saying the truth, so he said that he did not have self-
realization, he wanted to attain it. Lalluji Muni immediately said that he was a seeker, spiritual 
aspirant. He had met the Guru (Prabhu) and he had the impetus for liberation. He did not go into 
depression and said that it was possible to attain self-realization. The third stanza is very important. 
The scriptures have written ‘Gunasthanak’ and not ‘Vyavahaar sthanak’- You have to see the virtues 
and not the clothes.  
  
Prabhu wrote in Shri Atmasiddhi Shastra in the characteristics of the sectarian person. He wrote, 
“Bahya tyaag pan jnana nahi, te mane guru satya.” – The sectarian believe those as true gurus, who 
have outwardly renounced but do not have enlightenment.  
  
Now next two stanzas talk about pure conduct: 
Stanza 82: “The conduct which makes you climb the ladder of gunasthanak (The fourteen 
stages of purification and spiritual development), and in a sequence, they make you ascend 
to the subsidential (upsham) ladder to show your own virtues, this behavior is benevolent. 
The seeker who keeps the concept of soul in front of Him and follows the physical rituals, 
this seeker, who is like the moon of the second day of lunar fortnight becomes the full moon 
in a short time.” 
 
There are infinite souls in the world, and every soul knows, etc. virtues within him. They all have 
inherent dispositions (paarinamik bhaav). All these virtues are covered because of the layers of 
karma. But these virtues are not covered completely. Little advancement is there even in nigod 
(lowest life form.)You can put an effort to make it more and more advanced. When all the layers of 
karma get annihilated, the soul attains liberation. 
 
In Tattvarth Sutra, five dispositions are given. 1. Paarinamik bhaav- inherent dispositions.               
2. Aupashamik bhaav- disposition due to subsidence. 3. Kshayopashamik bhaav- destruction-
subsidence disposition. 4. Kshayik bhaav- disposition due to destruction. 5. Audayik bhaav- Feeling 



produced due to the fruition of karma. Every soul is behaving as per his paarinamik bhaav. If there 
is very little advancement, it is kshayopashamik bhaav. For the knowledge obstructing karma, we 
keep saying that he has kshayopasham of the knowledge obstructing karma. When Kshayopasham 
keeps increasing and becomes complete, we call it kshayik, the person attains omniscience. When 
there are no layers of karma, it is a liberated state. It is easy to understand the state of nigod and the 
state of Liberated Ones. But all the infinite states that come between two of these states, they are 
difficult to understand. But the Enlightened Ones have explained these infinite states in 14 
gunasthanak. 14 gunasthanak is the summarized version. Between the fourth and fifth gunasthanak, 
there are thousands of states. That’s why the Enlightened One would know the potential of the 
person; no ignorant or extroverted person can understand it. The ignorant person just says that if he 
has not attained initiation, he is not at the sixth gunasthanak. 
 
14 gunasthanak means the manifestation of the virtues, how much your virtues have increased. On 
the other side, you have to check how many layers of karma have disappeared or how many flaws 
have decreased. This way 14 divisions are made. If you have samyag darshan, you are no more at the 
first gunasthank. If He has weak conduct after attaining samyag darshan, He goes at the fourth 
gunasthanak. If He has little better conduct, He is at the fifth gunasthanak. If He is good at the 
conduct, He is at the sixth gunasthanak. If His awareness is more, but He is still a little indolent, He 
is at the seventh gunasthanak. If He is at the full speed, He starts shreni (climbs the ladder). If He 
has attained omniscience, He has to complete non-destructive karma before attaining complete 
liberation from the body. From nigod to Siddha state, this is the ladder of 14 gunasthanak. 
 
When the flaws decrease and virtues increase, you move ahead in gunasthanak. When you are 
climbing the ladder of gunasthanak, from the first gunasthanak, you go to the fourth one directly. 
But when a person has a downfall, He is still better than the first state, so He is kept in the second 
one.  
 
To decrease your flaws and increase your virtues, you need a lot of effort or extra effort (prayatna 
vishesh). It means that the activities of the mind, speech, and body should be in unity and there 
should be inner purity. You have lesser inauspicious activities and more of auspicious activities of 
the mind, speech, and body. These activities are called vyavahaar. When your vyavahaar is with the 
inner purity and has the right aim in it, which is called pure conduct. For that, you need a lot of 
effort or extra effort.   
 
Prabhu has said in 131st stanza of Shri Atmasiddhi Shastra, “Nishchay vaani saambhali, saadhan 
tajavaa noy, nishchay raakhi lakshma, saadhan karava soy”- Do not give up the means by listening to 
the absolute viewpoint, make proper use of the means while keeping the absolute viewpoint in mind. 
In the next stanza, He said, “Naya nishchaya ekaantathi, aama nathi kahela”- Nothing has been 
stated here from the one-sided absolute point of view. 
 
Nishchay means inner purity and vyavahaar means activities of the mind, speech, and body. When 
you are doing vyavahaar with the nishchay or inner purity in mind, you are putting the extra effort. 
When you put in this extra effort, your virtues will increase and your flaws will decrease. You will 
keep climbing the ladder of gunasthanak. This way you will see the Godliness within you. The other 
meaning is Jineshwar Bhagwan has said that this is what will happen that you will see the Godliness 
within you. 
 



The law of gravity was discovered by Newton. He showed you what already existed. Jineshwar 
Bhagwan shows you whatever is there. It is not His creation. He has just seen in His knowledge and 
He said it. 
 
In the 2nd, 3rd, 8th, 9th, 10th,11th, 12th, and 14th gunasthanak, the soul does not need a lot of 
effort. Because of His inner purity, He keeps moving ahead. He is sitting peacefully, but His 
gunasthanaks keep changing. But in the 1st, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, and 13th gunasthanak, you need a lot 
of effort and this effort is useful in progressing ahead. 
 
What type of extra effort is needed? He needs a lot of awareness to go from the first gunasthanak to 
the fourth gunasthanak. You keep needing reminders from the body, speech, and mind. When you 
are doing certain rituals, your dispositions start becoming purer. With pure dispositions, even 
though your gunasthanak has not changed, but you have gone one step ahead than before. You will 
need vows, rituals, etc. to go ahead on this path. 
 
The Enlightened Ones have given the course to follow for each of the gunasthanak. E.g. you should 
follow 12 vows as a householder. You should follow 5 great vows as an ascetic. Leave seven 
addictions and seven non-edible foods. In Agas Ashram, if you want to take diksha, you have to 
leave seven addictions and seven non-edible foods. If you have not left these things, your Bijam 
Diksha has no meaning. You do not have any inner purity and there is no extra effort put from your 
side. Upadhyayji has stressed gunasthanak here. If your conduct is filled with virtues, you can go 
ahead in the path. 
 
Even if you are not able to have any feelings in your rituals, you have to constantly continue the 
rituals even though it is mechanical. You must have reminders to go for inner purity. When the soul 
has such conduct, he can experience the divinity or Godliness within himself. This extra effort with 
inner purity is called pure conduct. You should be conscious of the real-unreal, spiritual good- 
worldly pleasures. Otherwise, with your infinite flaws, you won’t know what is right and what is 
wrong. He has no discretion whether to keep quiet or speak. When there is a completion of 
attainment of worthiness  you associate with the Sadguru. 
 
When the person meets with the Sadguru, his mind and his heart endorse that this is his Sadguru. 
You decide that you want to follow Him. Now you start comprehending His preaching. That helps 
in your conscious mind and not the subconscious mind. Then you start contemplating that 
preaching. This contemplation directly affects your belief. Then you go deeper in feeling (bhaavan) 
that contemplation, which directly affects your transformation. If you listen (shravan), contemplate 
(manan), and put it into practice (nididhyasan), you will be in the best state of being. You won’t be 
affected by the fruition of any karma. You will be beyond the audayik bhaav, You will be in kshayik 
or kshayopashamik bhaav. But for this, you need a tight state of being. You need the right belief to 
purify your modifications. 
 
You associate with Sadguru, when you have a completion of attainment of worthiness. Otherwise, 
since infinity, you are not able to come out of the mithyatva gunasthanak even after attaining human 
birth. When you become strong with shravan, manan, and nididhyasan, you do not get trapped in 
the fruition of karma. Even if you have the fruition of karma like Gajasukumar, you should not get 
affected. Prabhu wanted the fruition of karma like Gajasukumal, He wanted someone to put coal on 
His head to know whether He could remain in soul-consciousness or not. He wanted to challenge 
karma. 



 
Even if you have not attained purity, if you start putting extra efforts, you will start feeling peaceful, 
you practice bhedjnan (knowledge of self and non-self), soul consciousness increases, and you attain 
self-realization when all the knots are cut. But for all these things, you have to follow the conduct. 
Without extra efforts, you cannot go ahead. Even if you cannot change your modifications, you 
should change your beliefs to reach the fourth gunasthanak. If you change your modifications, you 
may go ahead at the sixth or seventh gunasthanak. 
 
The Enlightened Ones have said that you should behave in a particular manner at the fourth 
gunasthanak. In the fifth one, you should do this much and if you are following certain rules, then 
only you can have inner purity and you can go at the sixth gunasthanak, where you can do sarvasang 
parityaag (renunciation of all associations). If you have inner purity at the sixth gunasthanak, you can 
go to the seventh gunasthanak. When you are practising, it is dravyakriya (physical rituals), but when 
that becomes your virtue, it is bhaavkriya (rituals with emotions). At the end of the fifth 
gunasthanak, the person is so ready to attain initiation after doing a lot of samayik that He is ready 
to jump to the sixth gunasthanak. Earlier He was doing one samayik, then He started three samayik 
a day in the morning, afternoon, and evening. Then He started following paushadh vrat (A religious 
practice in which the lay follower spends some time like a monk. He keeps away from his wife and 
normal family life.) Then He kept awake at night. This way He kept going near monasticism. When 
He had a lot of inner purity, He followed it for life and He jumped at the sixth gunasthanak. But the 
practice of the sixth gunasthanak starts in the fifth gunasthanak. The practice of the fifth 
gunasthanak starts in the fourth gunasthanak. The practice of the fourth gunasthanak starts at the 
first gunasthanak. So at this stage also, you have to follow sham (subsiding of passions), samveg (the 
impetus for liberation), nirved (dispassion from the cycles of birth and death), aastha (faith), and 
anukampa (compassion). These are the characteristics of samyag darshan, but you have to follow it 
for samyag darshan. You can see them as a success in the samyag drashti soul. But you should 
follow them in practice as one with false belief. 
 
Dharma is the easiest thing, deceit is very complicated. Deshvirti (partial abstinence), sarvavirti 
(renunciation of all associations) are ladders to go ahead in the path. They help you to go up. The 
funniest part is that you have to leave the lower one to go to the higher one. This does not mean 
that the lower one is wrong. At this stage, you need the lower one, but when you go ahead, you have 
to leave it. You need the plaster when you have fractured your hand. Once the bones join together, 
you do not need the plaster. Till the time your pure awareness has not arisen, you need the plaster of 
your rituals. Once the bones are joined properly, then that expensive plaster gets cut with the 
scissors and thrown in the dustbin. 
 
The contribution of the band during the marriage is so much that the boy is encouraged to get 
married. This is an important activity until the wedding ceremony is over. Once the boy and the girl 
get married, the band is not needed. Here the boy is the Pure Soul and the girl is the modifications. 
Once modifications wed the Pure Soul, why do you need the band of bhakti or other rituals? 
 
All the conduct shown by the Enlightened Ones are to increase your virtues. Once these virtues get 
developed within you, these things may become a disturbance for you. There are seven variations of 
nouns (vibhakti) in Sanskrit- they are 1. nominative (performer, subject), 2. accusative (object), 3. 
instrumental (instrument), 4. dative (for whom the action is performed), 5. ablative (from where the 
action is performed), 6. possessive (denotes possession), and 7. locative (location of the action). The 
Eighth one is denominative (to address someone). With the help of sugar, milk became sweet, and 



then it is the third vibhakti. But if the leaf gets separated from the tree, it is the fifth vibhakti. Now 
you have to understand it spiritually. What should you leave to attain success and what do you need 
to attain success? 
 
If you want to attain omniscience, what will you need? Then it is the third vibhakti. What will get 
separated to attain omniscience, this will be the fifth vibhakti. Let’s understand the example. Sugar 
made milk sweet, it is the third vibhakti. You bought vegetables with the help of money- this is the 
third and the fifth vibhakti, as when you remove money from your pocket, you can get the 
vegetables. What is right- liberation with the help of knowledge or liberation with the help of 
attachment? Both are right. Liberation with the help of knowledge- in this, you have to use the third 
vibhakti, as you are getting liberated with the help of knowledge. Liberation with the help of 
attachment- in this, you get rid of your attachments to attain liberation. When you leave your 
attachments, you will attain omniscience. If you do not understand vibhakti, you will make mistakes 
in your instruments. 
 
Where will you put liberation with bhakti? In this, you need the third and the fifth vibhakti both. At 
the weaker state, you need the praiseworthy and auspicious attachment for the Lord and Guru. 
Otherwise, you won’t be able to put in the extra effort. This is the third vibhakti. But when you go 
ahead in the path, you have to get liberated from bhakti also to attain liberation. If you do not 
understand both these stages, either you won’t start at all or you will get stuck at one stage only. For 
each of your rituals like worshipping, austerity, etc. you have to think this way. If you understand the 
third and the fifth vibhakti, you will be able to determine your means perfectly. Then only you have 
understood saadhya-saadhan daav (the connection between the means and ends). At every stage, you 
have to know which means have to be primary and which one should be secondary. 
 
You should follow the conduct as it is shown in every gunasthanak. When your inner purity 
increases, you climb the ladder of gunasthanak and you can see Godliness and divinity within you. 
 
Vyavahaar means when you have the activities of the mind, speech, and body, it is the physical 
rituals (dravya kriya). When you have inner purity, it is the ritual of with the right feelings and intent 
(bhaav kriya). This vyavahaar means pure conduct with nishchay (real). If you do not have the aim 
of having inner purity, it is not pure conduct. 
 
There are two types of dravya kriya. 1. Pradhaanbhoot dravya kriya 2. Apradhaanbhoot dravya kriya. 
When you drive a car, it is dravya kriya. But when you have an aim to reach somewhere, it is bhaav 
kriya. But when you drive the car and go anywhere without an aim, you are lost, it is 
apradhaanbhoot dravya kriya. In the same way, if you are following the rituals without inner 
discrimination, you are doing apradhaanbhoot dravya kriya. Apradhaanbhoot dravya kriya does not 
become the reason for bhaav kriya. Pradhaanbhoot dravya kriya is dravya kriya which becomes the 
reason for bhaav kriya. Bhaav kriya means inner purity, transformation. 
 
All souls are of the nature of liberated ones, one who understands and realizes gets liberated. The 
word ‘who’ shows your potential. A true seeker is always following dravya kriya, but he is doing to 
have bhaav kriya to succeed in changing the gunasthanak. The seeker who keeps the concept of soul 
in front of Him and follows the physical rituals, this seeker, who is like the moon of the second day 
of lunar fortnight becomes the full moon in a short time. The moon keeps increasing each day and 
becomes bigger and bigger. Actually, you feel that the moon is getting bigger, it is always complete, 
and you can’t see it. In the same way, you are the Pure Soul only. Oh, soul! If you follow the ajna of 



the Enlightened One and follow good conduct, you will attain the complete state of the self. Just 
now you have the faith in the Enlightened One and dharma, you are like the second day of the lunar 
fortnight. When you attain omniscience, you are like the full moon.  
 
In the last stanza, we saw that there were three categories of people who were on the path of 
liberation. They are 1. Ascetics. 2. Good householders. 3. Samvijnapaakshik. All these three follow 
the right and good conduct. They approve of the absolute viewpoint and attain the purity of the 
soul. The relative viewpoint will talk about the language of doing. The absolute viewpoint will talk 
about reasoning or why. The relative viewpoint will ask you to go to the temple, do the rituals, etc. 
The absolute viewpoint will give you the aim of bhaav kriya. This way by following both the relative 
viewpoint and absolute viewpoint, you will attain omniscience.  
 
Many times you are following dravya kriya very strictly, but you are not having the aim of bhaav 
kriya. Here your potential is measured. You may be going to the temple each day, but one person 
has a ritualistic viewpoint and the other one has a spiritualistic viewpoint. If you are only ritualistic, 
you are doing apradhaanbhoot dravya kriya. If you are spiritualistic, you are doing pradhaanbhoot 
dravya kriya.  
 
When you have an aim and love for your rituals, you are doing bhaav kriya. The conduct which 
makes your karma weaker, the dispositions for worldly matters become weaker, and you start loving 
the supreme purpose, that conduct should be followed; this is the ajna of the Enlightened One. This 
is because, with this conduct, you can produce the virtues, and gunasthanak counts these virtues 
only. Your rituals cannot be counted in gunasthanak. With such good conduct, the soul can go 
ahead in the path.  
 
You have to understand the good conduct from the viewpoint of the instrument (nimit) and from 
the viewpoint of ablative (upaadaan) from where the action is performed. If you are following the 
ajna of the Sadguru, you are doing from the viewpoint of the instrument. If you have the aim, love, 
and awareness, then only it can become from ablative. This means that you cannot take the ajna of 
the ignorant person nor do anything because of self-will. Conduct becomes good conduct only if 
you are following the ajna of Jineshwar Bhagwan or Guru. The practice that leads to that bliss is 
worth adopting.  
 
Stanza 83: “Because of the reasons of modesty etc. also, the souls who attain the vows of 
conduct and attain initiation (inclinations of dharma) are the blessed ones, they have done 
meritorious karma before, they have attained their cherished objects, and this is what is said 
in ‘Mahanishith Sutra’. All these should be understood as a relative viewpoint. The 
perception of absolute viewpoint is explained in the first to fourth dhaal. From the absolute 
viewpoint, if there is vitigichchha (to doubt the benefit of holy deeds and there is no inner 
purification), then there is no conduct with true feelings and thoughts, this is what is said in 
‘Acharang Sutra’.” 
 
In this stanza, two proofs from the scriptures are given. In the first two lines, Upadhyayji is talking 
about chhed sutra ‘Mahanishith Sutra’. In the next two lines, He is talking about ‘Acharang Sutra’. 
Mahanishith Sutra sees this whole thing from the relative viewpoint. Acharang Sutra looks at this 
whole thing from an absolute viewpoint.  
 



Sometimes you may feel that your dravyakriya is apradhaanbhoot, so it is not becoming the reason 
for your bhaav kriya. You feel that your rituals are becoming mechanical, so you should stop it at 
once. But this stanza explains to you the right way. You should not stop doing the rituals.  
 
Mahanishith Sutra says that even if you are following the rituals because of modesty, you should 
continue doing it. At the fifth gunasthanak, you start doing dravyakriya and bhaavkriya in such a way 
that you get ready for the sixth gunasthanak. In the sixth gunasthanak, you start preparing for the 
seventh gunasthanak. Then only you can be labeled for the next gunasthanak.  
 
You have to leave your old social beliefs and you have to truly believe in the Dispassionate Lords. 
You cannot believe in the sects, or your family priests, or celestial beings that have attachments and 
aversions. Whatever is happening, it is happening due to your karma. Nothing happens because of 
your wishes, everything happens because of the fruition of your karma. You should only think about 
the soul.  
 
It is not necessary that every dravya kriya would bring bhaav kriya. But the one who wants bhaav 
kriya will definitely follow dravya kriya. It is not necessary that those who are in the business will 
definitely make a profit. But the one who wants to make the profit is definitely going to do some 
business. It is not necessary that everyone who is farming will succeed in growing the crop. But the 
one who wants crop will have to do farming. Samyag darshan comes from within, it does not come 
from outside. It is not necessary that all those who go to the school will definitely pass the 
examination. But those who want to pass the examination will definitely have to go to school. The 
person who wants inner purity will not negate dravya kriya.  
 
Mahanishith Sutra says that the person who attains chastity because of modesty also, he is great. He 
is only doing dravya kriya and has not attained bhaav kriya, still, he is great. He is extremely 
fortunate and his life has become successful.  
 
Acharang Sutra says exactly opposite things. It clearly says that if you have bhaav kriya, then only 
dravya kriya is successful. You should not have vitigichchha (to doubt the benefit of holy deeds).  
 
Mahanishith Sutra says that because of modesty also, if you are not doing sins like lying, stealing, 
killing animals, etc. you are appreciated. There are reasons for which you will get into the auspicious 
activities and get rid of inauspicious activities. 1. Desire to please people. 2. Temptation. 3. Fear 
 4. Doing work because others are doing. 5. Others insist you follow something. 6. To please the 
near and dear ones. 7. Jealousy 8. Mental satisfaction. 9. Egotism. 10. Anger. Some people do not 
speak or eat in anger. Some people leave the house for days together.  
 
 Instead of not doing anything, it is better to do something, as there is a chance or a possibility of 
getting into bhaav kriya. If you fail in bhaav kriya, you will at least have the bondage of meritorious 
karma, which would give you human birth, you will be born in the place where Bhagwan or the 
Enlightened Ones are there. Because of this, you will have bhakti looking at Them. Even if you keep 
failing, at some point of time in the infinity, you will have bhaav kriya. So it is successful. Once you 
start the rituals, you will awaken today or after many births, but you will awaken for sure.  
 
Mahanishith Sutra is explaining the whole thing from the relative viewpoint, it does not look at the 
end, and we will look at the means. The absolute viewpoint will look at the end product only. It will 



ask for bhaav kriya only. The absolute viewpoint looks at the immediate, but the relative viewpoint 
is successive.  
  
 Mahanishith Sutra is happy with your dravya kriya and feels that you are fortunate to do this much 
work. It says that you are successful. It says that once you have started, it will get over. This scripture 
is not wrong. Your aversion for dharma is not there anymore, as you have started following the 
rituals. Even if your love for dharma is because of someone else, but you have started the process. 
You have come in the first drashti (mitra drashti) out of the eighth drashti.  
 
Acharang Sutra says that you are missing this opportunity if you are only following the relative 
viewpoint. This whole topic is for the person who is wearing the dress of the ascetic, he does not 
want to leave the dress, but he is weak in his virtues and conduct. We are talking about 
‘samvijnapakshik’ (the one who has the impetus for liberation), who had committed to follow five 
great vows but is not able to follow it because of physical or mental weakness. He has a strong faith 
in the right dharma.  
 
Acharang Sutra says that if you are going to attain welfare at a later stage, you should try to attain it 
right away. It says that you have already gone into infinite transmigration. You still want to go in the 
successive order by following the relative viewpoint. The seeker does not want to continue this 
successive order. He wants to end his transmigration at the earliest; if possible, he wants to get rid of 
transmigration in this birth only. He wants oneness with the Lord in this birth only. Till you have 
vitigichchha, you won’t become a bhaav sadhu (monasticism with right thoughts and feelings.)  
 
Vitigichchha means suspicious mental tendencies. In short, your tendencies lack faith. There is no 
right faith. If you do not have passion or enthusiasm in your inclinations, you won’t attain the right 
conduct to attain liberation.  
 
The absolute viewpoint says that it is useless to have dravyakriya without bhaavkriya. The relative 
viewpoint says that you should do it; you will attain benefit in successive order.  
 
Devchandraji Maharajsaheb said that the one who has not attained samyag darshan; he becomes 
miserable in transmigration. You left the wife; you attained the vow of chastity. But you only 
attained the celestial abode; you did not attain samyag darshan. Mahanishith Sutra says that even if 
you follow dravyakriya, you are very fortunate. Now, this is contradictory. It is said that if a person is 
following the conduct like Kewali Bhagwan, but if his false belief (mithyatva) is not annihilated; his 
one birth is also not getting reduced out of his infinite births.  
 
From the celestial abode, after the celestial being dies, he can go into sthaavar gati (stationery soul 
like the vegetable body, earth body, or water body). But after the hellish abode, the soul gets sanjni 
panchendriya (being with senses and mind) birth; this rule applies from the first hellish abode to the 
seventh one. Mostly lions, aquatic animals are from the sixth or the seventh hell. When he is sanjni 
panchendriya, he has the potential for samyag darshan. Bhagwan Mahavira’s soul came out of the 
seventh hell and became a lion. This lion attained samyag darshan.  
 
In ‘Jayaviyaray Sutra’ it is said ‘Logviruddhachao’- You leave the conduct that goes against people. 
‘Lok’ means the majority of people, they all are extroverted people. But are you supposed to follow 
extroverted people? Does it mean that you should follow the alcoholics? There are more uncivilized 
people than civilized ones. In these civilized ones also, there are very few who have faith in Jain 



philosophy. In that too, the ascetics who have had disentanglement externally and internally are very 
few. In ‘logviruddhachao’, you should follow such ascetics. Everyone is asking you to eat non-
vegetarian food, drink alcohol, and leave bhakti and satsang. But ‘lok’ means the ones who 
understand things from all four sides. ‘Lok’ means the self-realized person or the Enlightened One. 
Whatever decency is described by the Enlightened One, you have to follow that. This is the true 
meaning of ‘lok’. You should leave the conduct that goes against Him.  
 
Oh, ascetic, you attained initiation, you cut your hair and beard. You started looking uglier than 
before. You only had one benefit that you are getting the readymade food. You do not have good 
conduct with the right feelings and thoughts. Your life should be like the Enlightened One from 
moral to religious to the spiritual path.  
 
Do not do anything with the ajna of charlatan or self-will. You should follow the ajna of the 
Enlightened One. Acharang Sutra says that when you are doing bhaav kriya with the absolute 
viewpoint, you can become bhaav sadhu. You have to focus on your spiritual path. You should take 
the right decision and go ahead in the path.  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 


